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100 semesters : my adventures as student, professor, and university president, and what I learned along the way
Academic advising : a comprehensive handbook / Virginia Gordon and Wesley R. Habley, editors
Achieving and sustaining institutional excellence for the first year of college / Betsy O. Barefoot ... [et al.]
Active learning : 101 strategies to teach any subject / Mel Silberman
Active learning : creating excitement in the classroom / by Charles C. Bonwell and James A. Eison
The adaptive school : a sourcebook for developing collaborative groups / Robert Garmston, Bruce Wellman
The art & science of assessing general education outcomes : a practical guide / by Andrea Leskes
The art of changing the brain : enriching teaching by exploring the biology of learning / James E. Zull
The art of teaching / Jay Parini
Assessing campus diversity initiatives : a guide for campus practitioners / Mildred GarcÃ-a ... [et al.]
Assessing for learning : building a sustainable commitment across the institution / Peggy L. Maki
Assessing general education programs / Mary J. Allen
Assessing global learning : matching good intentions with good practice / Caryn McTighe Musil
Assessing online learning / Patricia Comeaux, editor
Building academic vocabulary : teacher's manual / Robert J. Marzano, Debra J. Pickering
Building background knowledge for academic achievement : research on what works in schools
Campus confidential : the complete guide to the college experience by students for students / Robert H. Miller
Campus crisis management : a comprehensive guide to planning, prevention, response, and recovery
The college administrator's survival guide / C.K. Gunsalus
College learning for the new global century : a report from the National Leadership Council for Liberal Education
College of the overwhelmed : the campus mental health crisis and what to do about it / Richard Kadison
Connecting to the net.generation : what higher education professionals need to know about today's students
Core curriculum and cultural pluralism : a guide for campus planners / Betty Schmitz
Crafting authentic voice / Tom Romano
Critical issues for student affairs : challenges and opportunities / Arthur Sandeen, Margaret Barr
Declining by degrees. Higher education at risk [videorecording]
Declining by degrees : higher education at risk / edited by Richard Hersh and John Merrow
D l i li b t ti f d t / C l A O'N il Ch l A Fi hDevelop ng an online course : es  practices or nurse e uca ors  aro  . O'Neil, Chery  . Fis er
Direct from the disciplines : writing across the curriculum / edited by Mary T. Segall and Robert A. Smart
Diversity and change in institutions of higher learning : a case study of educators in the Canadian university college system
The divine comity : student and academic affairs collaboration / edited by James H. Cook & Christopher A. Lewis
Education for thinking / Deanna Kuhn
The educational potential of e-portfolios : supporting personal development and reflective learning
The effective teacher [videorecording] / production director, Michael Furoy 
Engaging ideas : the professor's guide to integrating writing, critical thinking, and active learning in the classroom
Enhancing learning through formative assessment and feedback / Alastair Irons
Exploring the evidence : initiatives in the first college year / Wendy G. Troxel and Marc Cutright, editors
Foreign to familiar : a guide to understanding hot- and cold-climate cultures / by Sarah A. Lanier
The game of life : college sports and educational values / James L. Shulman and William G. Bowen
The game of oppression [game] : an interactive tool for diversity education / created by Colette Cummings
The General College vision : integrating intellectual growth, multicultural perspectives, and student development
General education in an age of student mobility : an invitation to discuss systemic curricular planning
Generations [electronic resource] : a 21st century strategy / developed by KnowledgeBuilder.com
Greater expectations : a new vision for learning as a nation goes to college : national panel report
Higher education and sustainable development : paradox and possibility / Stephen Gough and William Scott
How college affects students. Volume 2, A third decade of research / Ernest T. Pascarella, Patrick T. Terenzini
The I-search paper / Ken Macrorie
Improving student retention in higher education : the role of teaching and learning / edited by Glenda Crosling
Integrative learning : mapping the terrain / Mary Taylor Huber and Pat Hutchings
Integrity in the college curriculum : a report to the academic community
Investing in quality : tools for improving curricular efficiency / Ann S. Ferren and Rick Slavings
A larger sense of purpose : higher education and society / Harold T. Shapiro
The last word : the best commentary and controversy in American education / Education Week
Learning initiatives in the residential setting / Gene Luna and Jimmie Gahagan, editors
Learning outside the lines : two Ivy League students with learning disabilities and ADHD give you the tools for academic success and educational 
revolution
Learning reconsidered 2 : implementing a campus-wide focus on the student experience / editor, Richard P. Keeling
Learning reconsidered : a campus-wide focus on the student experience / [editor, Richard P. Keeling
Leaving college : rethinking the causes and cures of student attrition / Vincent Tinto
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Let's do assessment [electronic resource] : a NASPA Publication interactive Windows CD-ROM
Let's talk assessment [electronic resource] : a NASPA Publication interactive CD-ROM / edited by Gary R. Hanson
Let's use assessment [electronic resource] : a NASPA Publication interactive Windows CD-ROM
Levels of assessment  : from the student to the institution / by Ross Miller and Andrea Leskes
Liberal education outcomes : a preliminary report on student achievement in college / AACU
The literature workshop : teaching texts and their readers / Sheridan D. Blau
A look at productive tutoring techniques [videorecording]
Making meaning with texts : selected essays / Louise Rosenblatt
Making the case for liberal education : responding to challenges / by Debra Humphreys
Making the most of college : students speak their minds / Richard J. Light
McKeachie's teaching tips : strategies, research, and theory for college and university teachers
Millennials and the pop culture : strategies for a new generation of consumers in music, movies, television, the internet, and video games
Millennials go to college : implementation guide :  / by Neil Howe & William Strauss
Millennials go to college : [strategies for a new generation on campus : recruiting and admissions, campus life, and the classroom]
Millennials rising : the next great generation /by Neil Howe and Bill Strauss   cartoons by R.J. Matson
Moral action in young adulthood / Ralph L. Mosher ... [et al.]
The National teaching & learning forum
On course : a week-by-week guide to your first semester of college teaching / James M. Lang
Personal, academic and career development in higher education : SOARing to success / Arti Kumar
Planning models for colleges and universities / David S.P. Hopkins, William F. Massy
Preparing for blended e-learning / Allison Littlejohn and Chris Pegler
Project managing e-learning : a handbook for successful design, delivery and management
Promoting active learning : strategies for the college classroom / Chet Meyers, Thomas B. Jones
Promoting reasonable expectations : aligning student and institutional views of the college experience
Purposeful pathways : helping students achieve key learning outcomes / by Andrea Leskes and Ross Miller
Rule the Web : how to do anything and everything on the Internet-better, faster, easier / Mark Frauenfelder
Self-leadership and goal striving across cultures : a comparison of United States and Chinese undergraduate student
S i l i d l i iti t l f i t ti d t / K K h i O terv ce-learning an  earn ng communities : oo s or ntegration an  assessmen   aren as man an a es
Shedding light on sophomores : an exploration of the second college year / Barbara F. Tobolowsky
Strategic change in colleges and universities : planning to survive and prosper / Daniel James Rowley
Strategic leadership of change in higher education : what's new? / edited by Stephanie Marshall
Student success in college : creating conditions that matter / George D. Kuh ... [et al.]
Taking responsibility for the quality of the baccalaureate degree
Teaching every student in the Digital Age : universal design for learning / David H. Rose and Anne Meyer
Teaching for diversity and social justice / edited by Maurianne Adams, Lee Anne Bell, and Pat Griffin
Teaching the neglected  R  : rethinking writing instruction in secondary classrooms
Teaching writing teachers of high school English & first-year composition / edited by Robert Tremmel
Ten steps to advancing college reading skills / John Langan
Thinking about teaching and learning : developing habits of learning with first year college and university students
The tragedy of Hamlet / by William Shakespeare
Understanding by design / Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe
Understanding by design : professional development workbook / Jay McTighe
The virtual student : a profile and guide to working with online learners / Rena M. Palloff
Visible solutions for invisible students : helping sophomores succeed / Laurie A. Schreiner
What the best college teachers do / Ken Bain
Why do I have to take this course? : a student guide to making smart educational choices / by Robert Shoenberg
Writers INC : write for college : a student handbook / written and compiled by Patrick Sebranek
Zigzag : a life of reading and writing, teaching and learning / Tom Romano
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